
10 tech startups to watch in
Belfast
As a popular hub for businesses specialised in cybersecurity,
fintech, and health tech, the Northern Ireland tech startup scene
has grown significantly over the recent years. Maddyness has
compiled a list of some of the most innovative tech startups
operating in Belfast.
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In Belfast the tech sector is booming with the Northern-Irish capital now
being home to some of the fastest-growing and disruptive startups in the
UK.

 

Founded in 2017 by Paul Moorhead and Amer Fasihi, Kraydel helps elderly
people maintain their independence for longer and gives relatives and
carers very real peace of mind. The small smart device aims to tackle
loneliness and isolation by giving the opportunity to live independently
and stay grounded in their local communities, without exposing them to
risk. The device is designed specifically for people who may not be
familiar or comfortable with technology. It simply sits on top of the TV,
linking elderly people to their carers or family members from the comfort
of their own living room.

https://www.facebook.com/KraydelCares/videos/666528627146337/

https://www.maddyness.com/uk/2020/03/20/coronavirus-top-measures-and-support-from-uk-brands/


Discover Kraydel

 

Created in 2015, Liopa has developed Visual Speech Recognition (VSR)
technology, which deciphers speech through video by analysing discrete
lip movements. Liopa's VSR tech is the product of over fifty dedicated
years of research and works by combining highly innovative techniques to
track and extract  lip movements with an AI engine that includes a
number of state-of-the-art modelling techniques and Deep Neural
Networks to decipher the words spoken by the subject.

Discover Liopa

 

SaltDNA aims to protect users right to privacy by keeping conversations
between executives, customers and partners private. Whether you’re
texting, calling, or accessing data from a mobile device, SaltDNA provides
businesses with the tools to communicate globally and with complete
privacy thus empowering businesses to communicate within the confines
of a completely secure network.

Want to find out more about SaltDNA? Hear from
the company's CEO and staff about why the
business was founded, the types of customers they
sell to and the success SaltDNA have had to
date.#cybersecurity #belfast #mobilesecurity

https://www.kraydel.com/
https://liopa.ai/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/cybersecurity?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/belfast?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/mobilesecurity?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw


#securecomms #enterprise
pic.twitter.com/ysSoCjnfct

— Salt Communications (@saltcontrol) January 9,
2019

Discover SaltDNA

 

Neuronal health AI specialist BrainWaveBank makes it possible to
measure and track brain activity and cognitive performance for anyone,
anytime, anywhere. This distributable approach helps clinical
professionals to transform our understanding of brain health and develop
the next generation of treatments. BrainWaveBank enables early
diagnosis and measurement of treatment response at an individual level
in central nervous system disorders (CNS) by making affordable, accurate
cognitive health assessment available to anyone in their home.

BrainWaveBank features in a short video
highlighting European Commission support for
SMEs across NI #ERDF @ficompass
https://t.co/AxlVhIMlMr

— Cumulus Neuroscience (@CumulusNeuro)
February 6, 2020

https://twitter.com/hashtag/securecomms?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/enterprise?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/ysSoCjnfct
https://twitter.com/saltcontrol/status/1083001134455971841?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/saltcontrol/status/1083001134455971841?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://saltdna.com/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/ERDF?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/ficompass?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/AxlVhIMlMr
https://twitter.com/CumulusNeuro/status/1225366711685218304?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw


Discover BrainWaveBank

 

To "never miss a lead", chatbot provider Continually enables companies
to create chatbots easily using a drag and drop bot builder which helps
build complex bots without the need for technical experience. Created in
2017, the platform enables businesses to respond to live chats 24/7 with
friendly conversational messages and thus to continually keep in touch
with customers. As potential customers expect an immediate reply, these
chatbots can help you capture leads by replying automatically, even when
you're out of the office or in a different time zone.

� Wondering what we're all about?
https://t.co/7zpk3pjQRL#automation #chatbots
#livechat #marketing pic.twitter.com/0xVn4LDBxf

— Continually (@UseContinually) October 24, 2018

Discover Continually

 

Heathtech 3D printer axial3D aims to make 3D printing a part of
mainstream medical practice. They create precise, patient-specific 3D
printed models generated directly from patient CT and MRI scan data.
These 3D printed models facilitate a better understanding of
abnormalities, encourage novel surgical techniques and improve the

https://www.brainwavebank.com/
https://t.co/7zpk3pjQRL
https://twitter.com/hashtag/automation?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/chatbots?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/livechat?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/marketing?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/0xVn4LDBxf
https://twitter.com/UseContinually/status/1055102308571365378?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://continual.ly/


surgical outcome for patients. By providing a unique Online Ordering
Portal to securely upload scans in minutes, the team can use the latest 3D
printing technology to create precise physical 3D printed models of
patient anatomy and deliver directly to the consultant.

Discover Axial3D

 

Since 2011, Sensum has been building empathic AI algorithms that turn
human data into emotion, physiology and behaviour insights. With real-
time, unified modelling of human states, the company's customers are
building products and experiences that are more personal, responsive,
engaging and thus more human. The company's AI engine Synsis
appraises user data to derive human emotions and states from any
situation and combines tools for automatically syncing data and media
from the widest range of sensors on the market. Sensum customers
embed Synsis in their technology to create new kinds of empathic human-
machine interaction and develop a deeper understanding of the digital
self.

Discover Sensum

 

Formerly called RepKnight, cybersecurity specialist Skurio helps security
and IT security professionals to see things clearly across the full spectrum

https://www.axial3d.com/
https://sensum.co/


of risk. Looking at digital risks accessing parts of the web that wouldn't
normally be seen; social, deep and Dark Web. By creating cost-effective,
intuitive and powerful Cloud-based solutions, Skurio makes it possible to
identify threats, detect data breaches outside the network and automate
the response helping companies to mitigate risk and minimise financial
loss.

https://player.vimeo.com/video/373449284

Discover Skurio

 

Selected as one the fastest-growing scaleups in the UK by Tech Nation,
the multi-awarded health tech disruptor Neurovalens creates non-invasive
neurostimulation products to solve some of the world's greatest health
challenges. Its first product, Modius successfully launched in August 2017
on Indiegogo and was designed to help improve the lives of people who
struggle with their weight by using neuro-technology to help make weight
loss easier.

We are so unbelievably proud to be included in this
and can't wait to meet all the other incredible
companies when we start the #Upscale
programme! @TechNation https://t.co/RLPPaLbgcF

— Neurovalens (@Neurovalens) January 30, 2020

https://player.vimeo.com/video/373449284
https://skurio.com
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Upscale?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/TechNation?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/RLPPaLbgcF
https://twitter.com/Neurovalens/status/1222811561103953928?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw


Discover Neurovalens

 

Data matching software Datactics enables fintech companies to meet
specific data requirements as they prepare for current and emerging
regulations, including MiFID II, BCBS 239, GDPR, FATCA etc. Datactics
provides sophisticated tools to help financial institutions get their data
ship-shape and able to respond quickly to change and new standards,
offering agile data quality and powerful matching capabilities for a vast
array of data types including person, reference, entity and instrument
data.

We’re delighted to introduce our new whitepaper,
authored by our CTO Alex Brown.

Download it here to learn more about how a self-
service platform can improve your data landscape:
https://t.co/r2IWd47aHd
pic.twitter.com/2NzCiS1zUz

— Datactics (@Datactics_) April 20, 2020

Discover Datactics

https://neurovalens.com/
https://t.co/r2IWd47aHd
https://t.co/2NzCiS1zUz
https://twitter.com/Datactics_/status/1252208364219772928?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.datactics.com/
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